Workshop includes
• Portable Memory Bank
• Wind Tunneling
• Crab Apple / Walk in the Woods
• Free Noting
• Calm Breathing Patterns
• DEAM

Beyond Einstein Training
Workshop
February 7-8, 2015
9:00 AM – 5:00 PM
Courtyard by Marriott
Rt 30, Greensburg, PA 15601

Would you like to experience an extraordinary
leap in …....?











A new field of study or understanding concepts
Sports performance
Professional skills
Creative problem solving
Creativity
Intuition
Test taking
Memory and reading speed
Writing
Overall mental performance (IQ) and brain fitness

In two days, you will easily learn thinking strategies that can
help you achieve extraordinary gains in these areas. You will
be able to immediately integrate these thinking strategies into
your daily life. You will start to learn faster and solve problems
more quickly and easily. Your mental power and confidence will
escalate with practice.
Learn and experience the life changing strategies developed
and proven by Dr. Win Wenger over the past 40 years in our
Beyond Einstein Training Workshop.
RENAISSANCE II
Discover Your “Einstein Factor”

• Image-Streaming
• Over the Wall
• Borrowed Genius
• High Think Tank Challenge
• Beachhead

“NO CULTURE HAS
ACHIEVED MORE THAN A TINY
FRACTION OF ITS FULL
POTENTIAL.”

Project Renaissance
Dr. Win Wenger is recognized as one of
the world’s leading experts in accelerated
learning and creative problem solving. He
is the author of over 50 books and has
spent his entire career investigating and
creating techniques that you can easily
use to improve your rate of learning and
your ability to solve difficult problems.
Project Renaissance is an organization
that is dedicated to bringing these
techniques to you. Dr. Wenger and his
certified instructors have hosted
workshops for people like you from as far
away as South Africa and Australia.
.
Renaissance 2 Investments is a group
of experienced practitioners, teachers,
and certified Project Renaissance
instructors. This team is available to assist
you in your journey to reach your
maximum potential. Discover and release
that genius within you. Contact us for
further information.

Contact: ren2invest@comcast.net
SPONSORED BY MOUNTAIN VIEW ROTARY CLUB

RENAISSANCE II

MOUNTAIL VIEW

What is ….
Accelerated learning?
Accelerated learning translates to the ability to learn new material
more efficiently and effectively than traditional learning methods
can achieve. If you use accelerated learning methods, you will
gain a better understanding of the material in a shorter period of
time.
When you are time compressed on the job and need to fully
understand a series of new concepts immediately, any method
that you can bring to bear on the task is worth its weight in gold.
As a student, you have the opportunity to accomplish far more in
your learning environment than comparable students struggling
through the new material while using traditional learning
methods.
Since several methods taught in this Workshop will also result in
a cumulative improvement of your mental power, you will be
more than doubling the effectiveness of your time spent using
these methods.

Creative Problem Solving?
Creative problem solving is a process designed to help you
systematically solve those non-routine, ambiguous types of
problems -- those problems that you have been struggling with
that do not have a simple, logical solution.
Whether you have only one, or, you are barraged with a
continuing series of tough problems, it is very comforting to know
that you have a library of techniques that you can use to identify
potential solutions.
As a student, you can overcome your writer’s block, clear those
stumbling blocks on your project, or, come up with creative
solutions for your thesis, with a good set of tools.

Beyond Einstein Training Workshop
Following this workshop, you will have at your disposal your own
powerful set of tools that you can immediately set to use in your
life --- accelerate your learning, increase your creativity, practice
creative problem solving, while simultaneously enhancing your
overall mental power.
You will learn from experience at the workshop, and, we will
show you how to integrate these tools into your daily life. Send
an email to ren2invest@comcast.net for further information.

Instructors:
Charles Roman: Charles is a long time
practitioner and certified instructor for
Project Renaissance. He is president of
Renaissance II Investments. He has a B.S.
in Physics from Carnegie Mellon University
and an M.S. in Nuclear Engineering from
Renssalear Polytechnic Institute. He is a
retired program manager from
Westinghouse Electric Co, LLC. He is a
certified Project Management Professional©
from the Project Management Institute and
a five time recipient of the Westinghouse
Signature Award for Engineering
Excellence.
Christopher Roman: Christopher is vice
president of Renaissance II Investments.
He is a certified Global Career Development
Facilitator and has a National Professional
Certification in Customer Service. He holds
a B.S. in Music Education from
Pennsylvania State University. He has been
an elementary music teacher and a home
schooling tutor. He currently teaches GED
exam prep and private music lessons.
Christopher is a certified Project
Renaissance instructor.

“I’ve found that Image Streaming is a
very powerful tool for problem
solving. I’ve used it with success so
many times…”

“NO CULTURE HAS
Workshops
services
ACHIEVED and
MORE
THAN A TINY
• Beyond
Einstein
Training
FRACTION OF ITS FULL
POTENTIAL.”
• Invention on
Demand
• Private methods coaching
• Improvitape coaching

Resources:
• “The Einstein Factor,” by Wenger & Poe
• “Image-Streaming,” by C. Roman
• Project Renaissance website:
dddddwww.winwenger.com

Contact: ren2invest@comcast.net
RENAISSANCE II
Release Your Inner Genius
WithinHidden Potential

